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Shopping Network App for iOS/Android/BlackBerry
A RhoMobile Case Study
Executive Summary
Our clients, a Caribbean-based digital content service provider, wanted to build a
system that enables potential buyers to visit shops, browse through products,
and avail discounts on their mobile devices spanning iOS, Android, and BlackBerry
platforms. This case study illustrates how we created the feature-rich, crossplatform mobile app using RhoMobile framework to help our clients reach their
target audience of mobile users across these popular mobile platforms.

About Our Client
Client: Digital Content Service Provider | Location: The Caribbean | Industry:
Retail

Business Situation
Our clients, a provider of content management and advertising services, needed a
shopping-network mobile app to empower potential buyers. The app would
enable potential buyers to browse shops, categories, and products using their
mobile devices and download discount coupons offered by shop owners. This
feature-rich app needed to reach a cross-platform target audience of mobile
users spread across popular mobile platforms such as iOS, Android, and
Blackberry.

Our Solution & Customer Benefits
RhoMobile framework, with its impressive suite of polished tools, was selected for building the cross-platform
mobile app. Since there are multiple views that users needed to browse and RhoMobile is the only cross-platform
mobile solution on MVC (Model-View-Controller) architecture, it was a perfect fit. The solution also involved
integrating an SMS-based payment system. We used one of the latest features of Rhodes to create Native
Extensions to interact with device SMS/Text message module. The end result was a full-featured, fast, and
intuitive mobile app significantly increasing our client's time‐to‐market and target audience coverage and
empowering millions of potential buyers across the most popular mobile platforms in the market now.

Technologies
Rhodes, iOS SDK, Android SDK, BlackBerry SDK, HTML5, JavaScript, jQuery & jQuery Mobile.
→ Download the full version of RhoMobile Shopping Network App case study with solution overview & screenshots here.
→ Learn more about our Cross-Platform Mobile Development services here.

NEED RHOMOBILE HELP?
Founded in 1999, Mindfire Solutions is a leading Software Development and IT services
company with a strong track record of working with small and mid‐size clients in the US,
Europe, and Asia‐Pacific. With more than 750 spirited software engineers across its three
advanced development centers in India, Mindfire has successfully delivered over 1000 projects
for its 300+ clients spanning SMBs, ISVs, SaaS, Global 2000, and Fortune 500 firms.
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